Caen, France). A sixth session was added, having a transversal character, namely (6) Industrial catalysis, co-chaired by Giuseppe Bellussi and Paolo Pollesel (ENI).
Topic 4 was devoted to the understanding and designing of catalysts from molecular to material scale. This implies the development and application of new approaches in catalysts synthesis and characterization and the understanding of reaction mechanisms, including the adoption of in-situ and operando methods, theory and modelling of catalysts functions and surface science approaches. As chair-persons of Session 4, we received more than 350 excellent contributions, covering a wide range of subjects, among which: The here collected contributions represent the state-ofthe-art on catalysis research but at the same time offer some perspectives of new trends and opportunities for catalysis in the next decades. We have enjoyed reading these papers as much as we appreciated all the aspects of the Congress in Florence, both as organizers and as participants ourselves. We wish also the reader will find this Special Issue interesting and inspiring.
